
AUGUST 2019

SOLUTIONS & $AVINGS 
FOR YOUR SUCCESS

* Offer subject to credit and equipment approval  
and 2+ years in business. Valid on new transactions  
only. Some equipment exclusions may apply.  
Call your branch for details.

Dusty Lavender Fuchsia Freeze Island Paradise Mint King Blue

PLASTIC FELT  
EDGE SQUEEGEE 
Ideal tool for quick vinyl 
installation while avoiding 
scratches.  

$3.00

IMASQFLT4

5% off list
Maderia and  
Isacord Poly Thread

EMBROIDERY FOR 
BACK TO SCHOOL! 

10% off list 
Cut Away 

METC8830 and  
METC8825

Tear Way Backing

METT2020 and  
METT1825

SISER EASYWEED 
Take advantage of these 
custom colors while 
they last!

GSG  
EXCLUSIVE 

COLORS!

Key Lime Pie Periwinkle Pastel Yellow Wedding White

SISEWIP-12

SISEWPY-12

SISEWDL-12 SISEWFF-12

SISEWKL-12

SISEWMI-12

SISEWPE-12 SISEWWW-12

SISEWKB-12

BROTHER GTX  
DTG PRINTER 
This next generation technology 
provides faster printing speeds, 
better print quality and less 
maintenance!  

Call your branch for a quote 
today.



Vortex Low Cure White is 
a low bleed, fast flashing, 
low tack, flexible curing 
non-phthalate plastisol 
screen printing ink.

Vortex Low Cure White 
has a very creamy 
viscosity which can be 
printed through mesh 
counts from 110 up to 
305 - perfect for manual 
and automatic printing.

Vortex Low Cure White 
offers excellent printing 
performance over a 
wide range of textiles, 
including cotton, 50/50, 
tri-blends and some 
100% polyester. Testing 
is always recommended 
on dye migration prone 
garments prior to 
production.

Flash Curing:
Vortex Low Cure White 
will flash dry with very 
little after tack and 
will flash at a lower 
temperature than 
standard plastisol.  Flash 
times and temperature 
will vary depending 
on what type of Flash 
Cure unit is used. When 
Flashing, you want to 
only partially fuse or gel 
the ink surface, so that 
it is dry to the touch but 
not completely fused. 
If the ink is completely 
fused or cured, the 
under-print white 
can lead to inter-coat 
adhesion issues with the 
top colors printed over 
the white cracking or 
losing wash fastness.

LOW CURE WHITE INK

Curing:
Vortex Low Bleed White 
can be cured at dryer 
temperatures from 275 
to 325 degrees, offering 
greater flexibility and 
energy savings. 

The addition of any 
reducers or additives 
can lower the bleed 
resistance and opacity of 
the ink as well as increase 
flash and cure times.

VORTEX LOW  
CURE WHITE  
$69 
1 gallon low bleed ink
VORTEXLCWH-01

Also available in a quart, 
5-gallon and 30 gallons.

NEW!

NOW LOW 
CURE!

Promotional pricing cannot be combined with any other offer. Valid dates: August 1 – 31, 2019.

HP STITCH S500 
$27,995*
 
HP Reinvents Dye-Sub! 
Dye-Sub printing and color 
matching made easy!

* Additional accessories, install 
and delivery may be required.

RTAPE BLUE BLOCK 
OUT TAPE 2000 
Solvent resistant – the perfect 
choice for preventing ink from 
getting between the frame 
and the mesh.

$4.75 each
when you buy a case of 36

or $5.75 each 

2” x 36 yds 
RTC2000-236 

$7.50 each
when you buy a case of 24

or $8.50 each. 

3” x 36 yds 
RTC2000-336

M&R TAG  
ALONG PALLET 
NEW! Enables printing 
of both the main graphic 
and the neck tag in one 
operation and with a single 
dryer curing pass.

12”x18”
MRP-PTG12

16”x23.5”
MRP-PTG16

WILFLEX EPIC™ 
TOP SCORE COLORS 
Redefine athletic color 
ink performance with new 
low cure Epic™ Top Score 
available in 24 colors! 
Designed for maximum 
coverage using the fewest 
strokes.  

WIL*****ELC-**
*Color numbers and sizes can be 

found at GoGSG.com.

ULTIMATE CLEAN-UP 
CARDS
Disposable, low cost plastic 
coated scraper card, useful  
as a scooper and scraper  
that you can throw away  
when done. 1,500 per box.

$36.95

INKIN-CLEANCARD

INCREASE 
EFFICIENCY!
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